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MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTION TEST PAPER ON

CORONA VIRUS

1, Viruses are..
A. Living objects,

B. Non living objects,

C. Connective link between living and non living,

D. None of the above

2, What is a novel corona virus?
A.

A new strain of virus that has not been previously identified in humans,

B. Strains that originate during the evolution,
C. Endemic to specific place,
D. None of the above
3, corona virus is made up of..
A. Protein and ssRNA.
B. fate and sugar.

.

B. ssRNA and fate
D. Protein and fibre

4, All viral diseases including novel corona virus can be cure by..
A. Specific medicine.
B. Supportive care and boost immunity include maintaining basic hand and
respiratory hygiene
C. Only vaccination
D. None of the above
5, Viral diseases can not be treated by specific medicine because...

A.

Virus particles have resistant power to all drugs.

B. Fast multiplication by self protein synthesis,
C. Hijack host cell machinery to produce new viral components, D. Can be
treated
6, The first case of novel coronavirus was identified in ?
A. New York.

B. France.

C. Wuhan

D. Delhi

7, From where coronavirus got its name?
A. Due to their crown-like projections.
B. Due to their leaf-like projections.

C. Due to their surface structure of bricks.
D. None of the above
8, Mild Symptoms of Novel coronavirus are:
A. Fever

B. Cough

C. Shortness of breath

D. All the above

9, In which age group the COVID-19 spreads?
A. COVID-19 occur in all age groups.

B. Coronavirus infection is mild in children.
C. Older person and persons with pre-existing medical conditions are at high

risk to develop serious illness.
D. All the above are correct,

10, Novel Corona virus multiplication in host cell can be controlled by..
A. By producing repressor protein,
B. By Antibiotics

C. By mutagenic treatment
D. None of the above
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